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Abstract
Accurate IP geo-location is crucial to the effectiveness of a wide array of Internetbased services ranging from targeted advertising and website localization to content
delivery, security logging and authentication. The most widely used technique for
remote IP geo-location is to passively query a pre-built database mapping IP blocks to
physical locations. Recent analysis of commercially available databases has revealed
limited global coverage and limited accuracy below the country level.
In this work, we first present a new form of geo-location technique which crossreferences Regional Internet Registry (RIR) entries with topology information derived
from Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing data. Second, we present a Hadoop
integrated PATRICIA tree designed to store this dataset. Finally, we present a system
for accurately and efficiently mapping location strings to representative alpha-shape
polygons.
Our experiments show that cross-referencing RIR entries with topology
information allows for improvements in location accuracy below the country level in
comparison with traditional databases. Furthermore, we show that use of a PATRICIA
tree provides maximum storage efficiency with minimal performance impact. Finally,
we show that representing locations as alpha shapes provides a high level of accuracy
with minimal performance overhead.
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Dedication
In loving memory of Duncan.
Sandra and I miss you every day.

But Mousie, thou art no thy lane,
In proving foresight may be vain:
The best-laid schemes o' mice an' men
Gang aft agley,
An' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain,
For promis'd joy!
Still thou are blest, compared wi' me!
The present only toucheth thee:
But och! I backward cast my e'e,
On prospects drear!
An' forward, tho' I canna see,
I guess an' fear!
--Robert Burns
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1. Introduction
Determining the physical location of a remote host device is crucial to a wide
array of location aware services ranging from targeted advertising and website
localization to content delivery and host authentication. Increasingly, this information is
available from embedded Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors, but access to this
information requires host consent and is fraught with privacy implications.
Additionally, it is possible for hosts to purposefully misreport their locations or fall
victim to GPS spoofing attacks (Tippenhauer et al., 2011). The use of trusted sensors
(Liu, Saroiu, Wolman, & Raj, 2012) or additional data sources such as Wi-Fi hotspots or
cell towers (Wiles, 2008) is a common solution, but both approaches are still domain
specific and involve some form of host consent.
These challenges demonstrate the continued utility of host-independent geolocation, even in the sensor rich environment of the modern Internet. Locating a host by
its IP address is one of the most widely applicable geo-location methods since a public
address must always be revealed for functional communication. A public address is not
always a true identifier for a host, especially in the presence of Internet Proxies, Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs), or Network Address Translation (NAT). However, even
under these circumstances cautious use of IP geo-location can still provide a worst-case
location boundary.
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IP geo-location techniques fall under two main paradigms: active and passive.
Active techniques are typically based on analysis of delay measurements and have high
levels of accuracy at the cost of limited scalability due to high measurement overhead
and long query times for individual IPs. In contrast, passive techniques rely on precomputed databases that group addresses into blocks or prefixes by location allowing
for high scalability and quick query times at the cost of reduced accuracy.
Recent analysis has shown that the low accuracy of passive systems can be
attributed to entries that often do not reflect how prefixes are advertised in BGP or how
they are utilized by their owners. Additionally, commercial and free databases analyzed
in the same study were shown to have limited global coverage and limited accuracy
below the country level (average error distances for locations were in the range of
hundreds of kilometers). (Poese, Uhlig, Kaafar, Donnet, & Gueye, 2011)

1.1 Alidade: A new approach to IP Geo-location
Alidade is an Internet Protocol (IP) Geo-location system in development at Duke
University in conjunction with Akamai Technologies and Cornell University. Dr. Emin
Gun Sirer and his students Bernard Wong and Nicole Caruso at Cornell developed
Octant (Wong, Stoyanov, & Sirer, 2007), a geo-location system that is a predecessor to
Alidade and provided the initial port to Hadoop that started the Alidade project
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(Caruso, 2011). Most experiments are performed on Akamai’s research Hadoop/HBase
cluster with additional testing performed using Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).

1.1.1 Core Functionality
Alidade’s primary distinction from previous IP geo-location efforts is that it
determines locations through analysis of massive historical datasets to improve accuracy
when compared with traditional passive techniques without the use of direct probing.
Alidade is designed to operate within the Hadoop framework in order to efficiently
process massive input data sets and makes uses of both MapReduce and HBase in a 40
node cluster configuration. It is also important to note that due to the nature of the
input data, there is no notion of a single target. Instead, locations are determined based
on the entirety of the input dataset through iterative calculations. Alidade always
attempts to predict a location for any IP address for which it has data. Another
important distinction from other geo-location systems is that Alidade is designed to
return a bounding polygon answer instead of the single point answers returned by
commercial systems such as GeoIP (MaxMind, 2013) or EdgeScape (Akamai, 2013).
Alidade’s use of intersection calculations and representative shapes instead of
points was inspired by the Octant system (Wong et al., 2007), which calculates target
areas using Bezier curve bounds in place of the polygon constraints of Alidade. Octant
also included the idea of iterative refinement of measurement data. The most significant
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differences are: integration of the Hadoop framework for scalability; the introduction of
filtered non-measurement data sources such as Regional Internet Registry (RIR) and
HostParser tables; and the use of polygons to represent answers. Polygons were chosen
over Bezier curves and other models since they provide a direct and discrete
approximation of any curve and thereby reduce computational overhead for
intersections, rendering, and other calculations. Polygons are also universally used in
geospatial datasets allowing for easy interoperability with existing location shapes and
visualization tools.

P1

P1
P2

P2

P3

Figure 1: Iterative Intersection Calculation: Direct Observations (left), Indirect
Observations (right) (Dong, 2012)
Alidade’s primary means of location refinement is round trip times (RTTs)
collected from diagnostic traceroutes conducted at regular intervals on Akamai’s
Content Delivery Network (CDN). These RTTs are then used to provide an upper
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bound on the distance from the known location of the originating servers. Any device
with direct observations from at least two such known locations can then be restricted to
the area of intersection as shown in Figure 1. After these initial intersections are found,
further refinements can be found iteratively by using indirect observations taken from
intermediate hop routers.
Indirect observations arise in two situations. First, Alidade may not have a
precisely known location for a given source router, but instead might have a bounded
source area such as that depicted as pentagon P3 in Figure 1. Second, Alidade might not
have a directly measured RTT for a given router and instead generates it using the
difference in RTT times for other routers in the path. Since indirect observations are a
polygon instead of a single point their upper bounds are a dilated polygon instead of a
circle. To prevent a large amount of error from being introduced, the iterated
intersections are given increasingly reduced weight when calculating final answers.
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Figure 2: Alidade Hadoop Workflow - Phases I & II

1.1.2 Hadoop Workflow
Alidade’s workflow consists of three distinct MapReduce jobs/phases. Since
Alidade involves extremely large data sets there are often multiple RTTs for a given
source-destination pair. The first job maps all such traces to the minimum RTT in the
set. The second job collects all relevant ObservationRecord objects for a given target IP
at a single reducer and uses them to calculate the intersection polygons depicted in
Figure 1. This second job can be repeated iteratively to allow indirect observations
about intermediate hop routers to be incorporated. Figure 2 provides a depiction of this
Hadoop process.
Alidade makes use of additional auxiliary datasets to further refine locations.
The two primary sources for the data are the HostParser and RegistryQuery modules.
HostParser is a tool designed to extract location information from router hostnames. As
an example, labeling infrastructure routers with local airport codes is a common
protocol for many ISPs. The RegistryQuery module is used to store RIR and BGP
topology information and will be covered in detail in Section 2.
For IP addresses associated with direct or indirect observation records this data
is incorporated in Alidade’s second phase (see Figure 2). For unobserved lP addresses
(which are referred to as phantom or invisible IP addresses) this data is combined with
Alidade through the third phase of MapReduce and HBase operations as part of
Alidade’s Ferret or AskAlidade answer lookup tools (see Figure 3).
7

AskAlidade utilizes Java threads to lookup results in parallel from a single
machine using the AnswerLoader class. This approach provides a lightweight method
for accessing a small set of results, but has limited scalability for large requests. The
main limiting factors are the reliance on remote HBase records and additional
intersection calculations. Ferret fills this capability gap for large answer sets by
accessing the AnswerLoader class through Hadoop in a quick and efficient map only job
(a reducer is unnecessary since all auxiliary data can be directly associated with the
answers stored in HBase).

8
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Figure 3: AskAlidade & Ferret Workflow

1.2 Maximizing Performance and Accuracy
Profiling efforts using Starfish (Dong, 2012) in March 2012 confirmed that
Alidade’s long run time was the result of bottlenecks caused by the complexity of the
intersection algorithm. Consequently, adding any auxiliary inputs to these calculations
would directly impact the performance and scalability of the entire system. The Starfish
profile and analysis led to the three driving questions of this research effort.
First and foremost, how could we extract city and region level localizations from
sources such as the RIRs despite their limited accuracy in the general case? Second, once
we built an accurate auxiliary dataset, how could we efficiently store and query this and
other similar datasets from within the Hadoop framework? Finally, how could we
efficiently and accurately represent the locations extracted from these datasets as
polygons for use in intersection calculations? The remainder of this work discusses in
turn, the methodology, implementation, and performance of our solutions to these three
problems.
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2. Geo-location via Internet Registry and Topology Data
All IP address and BGP Autonomous System (AS) assignments are managed
globally through the hierarchical Internet Registry System administered by the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority. The Internet was originally designed to function as a
global peer-to-peer network, but massive growth and accompanying scalability concerns
led to the hierarchical structure that has evolved over the last two decades. This
hierarchical logical structure roughly maps to a physical regional structure from which
coarse geo-location information can be directly extracted.

2.1 Internet Registries

Figure 4: Internet Registry Hierarchy (RIPE, 2011)
As depicted in Figure 4, the Internet Registry System is a multi-tiered hierarchy
with some resources controlled directly by the regional authorities and others delegated
to National Internet Registries (NIRs). Whenever a member entry is posted into the
11

Registry databases it is accompanied by metadata including the name and operating
location of the organization controlling a given BGP AS or IP Address Allocation.
Using this data to derive end-user locations is a common practice employed by
almost all geo-location systems. Due to the hierarchical structure this information is
very trustworthy at the country level, but on its own can be very misleading at the
region or city level. For instance, AT&T, a top level (“Tier 1”) Internet Service Provider,
operates networks throughout the world, but a query of their registry entries in the
ARIN database reveals that the majority of their ASNs and IP blocks are registered in
New Jersey. Blindly trusting registry data related to AT&T for geo-location is
guaranteed to result in errors.
In contrast, registry information has a high degree of accuracy for most networks
at a lower level in the Internet’s hierarchy. For example, Duke University has a public
BGP AS and several IP address blocks that are all registered in Durham, North Carolina.
This is a precisely accurate location, with the exceptions of small allocations for remote
systems and locations such as the Duke Marine Lab in the Outer Banks and traveling
VPN users. We assert that trust can be placed in registry locality information as long as
entries from top and middle tier entries are appropriately identified and filtered.
This inverse relationship between locality and hierarchy makes intuitive sense if
you consider the fact that a small ISP is less likely to have a geographically diverse
footprint than a large ISP, just as a small business is less likely to have multiple locations
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than a publicly traded corporation. In addition to filtering city level location data by
hierarchy rank, this system is also designed to look at two other major topology factors:
advertised prefix size and the routing status of a particular prefix. The geographic
locality of IP prefixes has been studied in depth (Freedman, Vutukuru, Feamster, &
Balakrishnan, 2005).

13
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Figure 5: Geographic diversity of IP addresses within a single prefix (Freedman et al., 2005)

Freedman et al. observed that large prefixes have a high degree of geographic
diversity, both in terms of distinct locations and distance between locations (Figure 5).
Their research also confirms our intuitive assertions about the strong locality of small
ISPs as shown in Figure 5c. A stub AS is a network that is a node in the BGP AS graph
with only one logical path in and out, which is clearly a customer AS. The corollary is
that highly connected transit ASes have wide geographic dispersion, as will many of the
prefixes such ASes make use of. This set of observed metrics forms the basis of how we
filter city level location data from all input topology records.

2.2 CAIDA AS Ranking Project
On Inferring Autonomous System Relationships (Gao, 2001) pioneered the idea that
ISP business relationships could be inferred using publicly available BGP routing tables.
Extensive follow-on research has further refined Gao’s initial algorithm and the
Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) currently maintains an
active dataset based on these algorithms that is published semi-annually (CAIDA, 2013).
CAIDA utilizes this dataset of customer-provider and peer-to-peer BGP links to generate
a global ranking of observable BGP ASes. Their ranking currently has visibility on 42150
ASes, and the remaining unobserved ASes can be safely labeled as low ranking stub
networks.
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Figure 6: Impact of AS Relationships on Customer Cones (CAIDA, 2013)
The primary metric for ranking is called customer cone size. For any given AS,
the customer cone includes itself and all autonomous systems which can be reached
following provider to customer (p2c) links. The resulting graph is a directed acyclic
graph that is essentially a tree. In other words, the customer cone of an AS includes all
of its children and their children recursively to the base of the tree. This information can
be used to filter topology records for high ranking Tier 1 ASes, as well as any ASes that
have characteristics of a transit network. The actual rank of each AS is its position in the
set of all visible autonomous systems ordered by decreasing cone size. For example, as
of October 2012, L3 Communications holds both ranks 1 and 2 with ASes 3356 and 3549
respectively.
Every public IP advertisement is associated with one or more origin ASes. These
advertisements can therefore be used to map any given IP address to both its Internet
Registry and CAIDA table entries. A prefix that can’t be isolated to a single origin AS is
likely used as a transit network between the ASes advertising it, although two or three
origin ASes may simply indicate a dual-homed subscriber/customer. This complete
16

mapping data can then be cross-referenced to ground truth location data to develop
heuristic filters for determining when to trust the locality of a given registry entry.

2.3 Initial Evaluation
Initial testing and calibration for the RegistryQuery module utilized a ground
truth set of approximately 350 Network Time Protocol Servers and GPS-enabled
geological sensors. These devices were located in networks of varying rank and size and
included both phantom (addresses with no direct measurements) and observed
addresses. This variety of targets provided a good starting point for heuristic
calibration.

Figure 7: Registry Accuracy for GPS and NTP Test Set (This chart needs to be
updated with current results)
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Figure 7 shows that utilizing the RegistryQuery model significantly improves
Alidade’s accuracy and that in some cases the registry data is more precise than
Alidade’s use of latency measurements from traces. This latter case usually occurs for
target IPs where all available observation records have relatively high latency (the larger
the size of an input measurement set the less likely this case will be). Note that this
demonstrates the utility of Registry data as an upper bound metric for unobserved or
weakly observed targets.
The rank and cone size scatter plots show that small/low-ranking ISPs and
networks generally have the most accurate Registry data and consequently answers
related to these ISPs benefit the most from the RegistryQuery tool. Surprisingly, there
are many cases where the advertisements of Tier 1 networks also have good localization.
Capitalizing on Tier 1 network accuracy would require the use of ISP based rules since
registry entry details vary by corporate/organization policy and by location. Such rule
sets are not broadly applicable and were not studied/developed in support of this
project.
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Figure 8: Scatterplot of Registry and CAIDA Characteristics for GPS & NTP Dataset

2.4 Further Testing
Validating and refining the RegistryQuery tool is only possible through the use
of extensive ground truth data, unfortunately there are numerous user privacy and
intellectual property concerns ISPs must address before releasing any geo-location
information. We actively seek additional ground truth sources for target sets and
reached an agreement with a large European ISP that provided a large filtered data set
consisting of more than 186,000 IP addresses. The ISP has released approximate citylevel location information for all of these IPs in order to preserve customer privacy and
still allow us to perform validation testing for Alidade.
Unfortunately, a large portion of the European dataset was generated from Tier 1
network records. City level data was consequently only available for 291 of the 186000
IP addresses. Our initial experiments confirmed our low expectations for city accuracy
for Tier 1 networks as depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Additionally, the results
revealed that the registry metric filters were overly restrictive at the country level for
Tier 1 networks; that country shapes were not being applied in all instances; and that
this level of data is trustworthy for Tier 1 networks in the general case.
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Figure 9: Initial Performance – Tier 1 European Dataset & Registry
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Figure 10: Second Tier 1 European Dataset Experiment

3. Efficiently Querying Auxiliary Data
As previously mentioned in Section 2, Alidade has a significant runtime tied to
the complexity of the shape intersection module and its diverse and complex set of input
sources. Large Alidade jobs will potentially cover millions to hundreds of millions of IP
addresses and any modules performing individual IP lookups and operations can have a
significant impact of Alidade’s overall execution time. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate
that a significant portion of Alidade’s output is stored in HBase for easy retrieval and
analysis. This choice continues to makes sense when considering the multi-terabyte
scale of Alidade’s primary input datasets, the size of the routable IPv4 and IPv6 address
spaces, and HBase’s support for massive amounts of concurrent reads and writes. Use
of HBase became the storage structure of choice for small auxiliary datasets by default
since supporting code was already implemented. However, the simplicity of utilizing
this “default” structure had significant overhead, as revealed by the Starfish profile.
This section consists of a comparative performance analysis of four distinct
methods of auxiliary data storage. First, the already implemented use of HBase.
Second, a native Java PATRICIA (Morrison, 1968) tree running at the reducer task slot
level. Third, Akamai’s proprietary C-based PATRICIA tree running at reducer task slot
level. Fourth, a single C-based tree running at node level.
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By design there is no mechanism for directly sharing memory between JVMs on
any physical machine, so the task slot level structures result in redundant use of
memory on each node. In contrast, the node level process consolidates all data into a
single instance per node, but is negatively impacted by the socket and type conversion
overhead. The last significant difference is that the C-Tree is much more memory
efficient (200MB per tree) than the JavaTree (2GB per tree).

3.1 Data Structure Implementation
This section discusses the low level details of implementing auxiliary data
structures in both HBase and as radix trees. Before discussing the specifics of each data
model it is important to cover their commonalities. First, the underlying data is the
same in all structures. Each record has a String key (its IP Address) and a String Value
(all associated metrics). In total each line is 192 characters or less. Since Java stores
Strings as sequences of two-byte Unicode characters, the total storage cost of each record
is approximately 400 bytes. Second, both systems need to provide low latency answers
for somewhat random sequences of IP address keys. The choice of a random input set
was motivated by the geographic diversity of adjacent IP prefixes observed in previous
measurement studies. (Freedman et al., 2005)

3.1.1 HBase
The simplest possible HBase solution is to flatten out the entire data structure
and create a table containing a separate row for each public and valid IPv4 address. This
leads to a table size of over 3 billion rows, with a storage cost of about 1.5TB prior to
24

overhead and replication. In contrast, the serialized radix tree data takes approximately
40MB of disk space on each node (Section 2.2 covers how such efficient storage is
possible. Such a large table is certainly within the scope of HBase, but the radix tree is a
clear winner for space efficiency.
The currently functioning solution in Alidade conserves space by only storing
entries at the subnet level and then caching answers on each TaskNode. This scales
down the table size to approximately 150MB, but requires multiple recursive calls to
HBase until a matching record is found (if an answer doesn’t already exist in the cache).
Additionally, since the cache is checked first, query answers may not provide the most
specific answer possible in the case of overlapping subnets.
HBase, like Hadoop has numerous configuration parameters that can
dramatically affect performance. Amazon’s ElasticMapReduce platform provides
optimized settings at the cluster level based on selected instance types. Our choices
were therefore focused on optimizing table level parameters based on the small size of
each row and the read-only nature of the dataset. First, we altered the version count
from 3 to 1 since the table was read-only, thereby reduced overall storage requirements.
Second, since the access patterns to the data are random we reduced the block size to the
minimum recommended size of 4KB to reduce record transmission times. Third, we
modified the table to keep as much data in memory as possible through the
in_memory_true flag. This reduces the likelihood of a disk access for queries, thereby
reducing average latency.
25

Surprisingly, the most interesting and challenging task related to our HBase
implementation was actually loading the data. As mentioned above, the full dataset is
quite massive when flattened into a table (1.5TB). Our first attempt at loading the data
was a naive solution that made use of the HBase API and radix tree. The program
looped through every IP address, then queried the radix tree for an answer and placed it
into the HBase table with the put method. The program ran and started successfully
loading records, and then kept running…
When the initial program failed to terminate within several hours some simple
math revealed the problem. In our local tests and independently, HBase’s Put method
has an observed latency on the order of 10ms. (Dragomir, 2010) Since the 3+ billion IP
values were being written in serial order the program had a projected run time of
approximately 347 days! (This figure doesn’t include the high cost of multiple rounds of
region splits that would come from incrementally building the dataset). How then, is it
possible to load a large dataset into HBase in a reasonable amount of time? The solution
came through the minimally documented HBase Bulk Loading tool which involved
implementing a MapReduce job to directly build the HFiles for our table. The Bulk
Loader pre-builds each HBase HDFS block as reducer output; allowing an entire table to
be created and loaded in a matter of hours on our ten and twenty machine EMR clusters.

3.1.2 Radix Trees
We have used a Radix (PATRICIA) tree implementation for looking up IP
addresses and determining the locations of the networks to which these addresses have
26

been assigned. The structure and design of the Radix tree synergizes with the
hierarchical structure of IP addresses and consequently Radix tree implementations are
widely used for quick and efficient IP routing. The Radix tree is an extension of a Trie
structure with storage optimizations. A trie is an ordered tree data structure that stores
keys in the form of strings. These strings can be traversed along the edges, one character
or bit at a time down to the leaf nodes where the full-length key can be obtained. A
simple example of a trie structure is shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 11: String-based Trie (left) and equivalent PATRICIA/Radix tree (right)
A radix tree optimizes this simple trie implementation by some compression
techniques that allow common prefixes to be traversed in a single step, instead of by
character-by-character edges-traversals. This approach also ensures that all nodes with
only one child are combined together so that every internal node has at least two
children. This reduces the number of nodes that need to be traversed thereby making
queries faster and reducing the memory requirements of the data structure. Figure 3b
shows the transformation of the Trie structure in Figure 3a into a radix tree. The
27

hierarchical nature of IP addresses with variable prefix-based network allocations
ensures that a Radix tree implementation is tailor-made for easy traversal and fast
lookups of IP addresses. The space optimization properties of the Radix tree
implementation especially come in handy when you need to accommodate the entire
range of IPv4 addresses which is true in our use case.
Our Java-based radix tree implementation takes input from an exhaustive list of
IP prefixes as keys and their corresponding registry entries and CAIDA metrics as
discussed in Section 2. It then generates a Radix tree from this list of key-value pairs
such that a lookup for a particular IP address string will return the appropriate location
value. Once the Radix tree has been constructed, the lookup process involves taking in
an IP address as a string input and using it to traverse the tree and uncovering the
location for that address. Figure 12 shows the Lookup process for two IP addresses
(1.0.0.5 and 1.0.0.130) in a simple Radix tree consisting of the prefixes listed as locales.
The range of values covered by the IP prefix, 1.0.0.128/29, is from 1.0.0.128 to
1.0.0.135. Initially the lookup will start from the root node and traverse the tree bitwise
until it has covered the first three bytes of the address i.e. 1.0.0. For the last byte, it again
traverses the tree bit-wise to check if the last byte falls between the ranges 128 to 135. If it
does fall within this range, the tree returns the location value corresponding to the
prefix, 1.0.0.128/29, which is Locale 2 in Figure 12, otherwise it returns the location value
corresponding to the prefix, 1.0.0.0/24, which is labelled as Locale 1 in the Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Radix Tree IP Address Lookups

3.1.3 Third-Party Programs
The C-based tree follows a similar approach, but includes some proprietary
optimizations that allow it to be very memory efficient. The Java implementation takes
almost 2GB of JVM heap space, while Akamai’s C implementation takes less than 200MB
running as a Linux process. The C tree is a clear winner for efficiency, but since we only
have access to the binary executable, its queries must be processed through Linux’s
Standard I/O pipes. The binary file has been seamlessly integrated into our Hadoop
program through the use of DistributedCache and the Java Standard Library class
ProcessBuilder. Our implementation can be easily adapted to support the use of any
third-party binaries and datasets that can be accessed through Standard I/O. Adding a
Java Native Interface (JNI) to the C code would certainly reduce overhead, but the
standard I/O interface has the benefit of maximizing interoperability. Additionally, the
cost (time and monetary) of modifying available code can be prohibitive in the general
case.

3.1.4 JVM Task Reuse
Hadoop’s default behaviour is to isolate each MapReduce task in its own JVM to
provide isolation from other running tasks. One drawback is that this choice adds some
overhead for jobs with large numbers of short-lived tasks. An additional downside is
that this default behaviour prevents tasks simultaneously running on the same machine
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from sharing a common data structure (such as a radix tree), without it memory
requirements increase to support redundant copies of such data structures. In order to
easily test the performance trade-offs between JVM isolation and data sharing, our
Hadoop program implements ToolRunner as well as Hadoop’s GenericOptionParser.
These packages allow JVM Task Reuse setting to be supplied as a command line option
in support of iterative testing through a simple shell script. Initial testing revealed that
setting JVM Reuse to -1 only causes tasks in the same execution slot to share a JVM, as
opposed to a single large JVM covering all task slots. Hadoop’s online documentation
and other references such as Tom White’s Hadoop book simply state that all tasks
would run in the same JVM using this flag which is a somewhat ambiguous description.

3.1.5 Node Level Data Sharing
Once the limitations of JVM Task Reuse were verified we conducted an extended
round of testing using a slightly different data structure. As previously discussed Java
provides no built-in support for memory or Object sharing between JVMs and available
high speed inter-JVM caching systems such as memcached (Dormando, 2013) are simply
key value stores and more complex caches such as Java-Chronicle (Lawrey, 2013) are
generally geared towards very small message/data element size.
The only solution that seemed capable of supporting the complexity of a radix
tree was to run an independent server process on each node and to interact with it
through remote procedure calls. To support the I/O for these calls we considered
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network sockets, OS sockets, and pipes. Multiple clients (reducer tasks) would interact
with each server process so transaction guarantees were of equal importance to query
speed. (It doesn’t matter how fast you get an answer if it was intended for another
client). To this end, we chose a local TCP socket, which has built-in transaction support
and acceptable speed (using a loopback address completely avoids the network stack).
Named pipes or Linux sockets are slightly faster, but they are unidirectional and
since each client is completely independent (in separate JVMs) there is no simple way to
guarantee that each client reads the correct answer. One possible solution would
involve utilizing a separate named pipe or UNIX socket and queue for each reducer task
to eliminate the added overhead of TCP. To seamlessly manage the server on all nodes
we developed a DistributedCache style script to deliver the data to each node and start
the server. This script is run a second time to perform the clean-up and ensure no
zombie processes are left on cluster nodes.
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Figure 13: Auxiliary Query Response Times

3.2 Performance Analysis
Figure 13 illustrates the average performance of each data structure under
varying query workloads in our Amazon EC2 test environment. Appendix B includes a
detailed description of the test environment and associated parameters. As expected,
the relatively high latency of HBase Get calls resulted in query times that were generally
4 orders of magnitude slower than the JavaTree or C-Tree. This was true even with
HBase settings optimized for the small record size and random access pattern of our
workload. Additionally, note the slight uptick in HBase query times at high volumes,
which is indicative of an I/O bottleneck internal to the data structure.
Overall, the Java-based tree implementation was the fastest, but it’s important to
recall that this performance comes at the cost of a much larger memory footprint: 2GB
per reducer slot, instead of 200MB per reducer slot(C-Tree), or 200MB per node(C-Tree
Server). This module doesn’t run in isolation in a normal Alidade workflow, so the
significantly high memory requirement per reducer slot would be prohibitive. The
slightly weaker performance for the C-Tree can be attributed to two factors. First, this
tree has the overhead of being queried through standard I/O with related type
conversions. Second, the C-Tree’s memory efficiency comes from storing unused
portions of the tree on disk and utilizing sophisticated internal caching. The initial
warm-up period for this internal cache explains the C-tree’s weaker performance for
very low query volumes.
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The additional overhead for the node-level server comes directly from socket
encapsulation and transaction messages. The server has more stable performance for
small jobs because it starts running prior to job execution, which reduces the impact of
the cache warm-up period. An additional drawback of the separate server process is the
added administrative costs. The user running the script would need direct access to
each machine in the cluster and malfunctions could lead to existence of zombie
processes and an accumulation of undeleted temporary files. None of these problems
exist with the combined use of Java’s ProcessBuilder and Hadoop’s DistributedCache.
Figure 14 illustrates the memory allocation/utilization by the cluster for the
various JVM Reuse settings. We initially expected Hadoop’s memory utilization to be
lower when the JVMs were being reutilized, but the interesting results above show that
this is not the case. This unexpected memory utilization is a consequence of Java’s
garbage collector which implicitly handles memory de-allocation. Each map or reduce
task has unique input and output data and since the JVM stays active for the entire job,
the garbage collector may or may not de-allocate unused memory prior to job
completion. Our observations demonstrate the importance of garbage collector tuning
to maximize the benefit of using JVM Task Reuse within Hadoop. General techniques
for optimizing garbage collection are well documented (Oracle, 2013) and are not
discussed in any further detail as part of this work.
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Figure 14: C-based Tree Memory Utilization: No JVM Reuse (left); Unlimited JVM Reuse (right)
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Figure 15: CPU and Memory Utilization (From Left): Task Slot Java-Tree; Task Slot C-Tree; Node Level Server

Figure 15 shows that despite expectations of reduced memory utilization, a
single server process is actually much less efficient. This is a direct result of the slow
query time of the server and the increased amount of record buffering that it causes in
each Hadoop task. Figure 15 also appears to show that the Java-Tree has higher CPU
overhead. In reality, this high CPU utilization is directly related to the low query
latency. Computation cycles become the dominant latency factor when I/O and type
conversion overhead are eliminated.

3.3 Optimal Solution
Our extensive testing revealed that local Radix trees in any form were much
more efficient than a distributed structure like HBase for our read-only auxiliary dataset.
Our findings have broad implications for the use of read-only data in any Hadoop
workflow and demonstrate the importance of detailed dataflow analysis to the overall
performance of Hadoop MapReduce jobs. Utilization of Hadoop’s DistributedCache
features and JVM Task Reuse can minimize the complexity of managing local data
structures in a distributed environment and provide significant performance gains over
distributed data structures for read only data. Our results also indicated that the
proprietary C-based tree had the best trade-off between memory utilization and latency.
However, a fully native Java tree incorporating similar optimizations to those in C-tree
could potentially reduce memory utilization without adding significant latency. A Java
tree would then be the ideal solution, but might require significant engineering effort.
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4. Mapping the Earth
Alidade initially used only latency measurements to generate its answer
polygons, with the addition of the RegistryQuery and HostParser modules it became
possible to include physical shapes as another bounding element for answer polygons.
Initially only country level shapes were processed and available for use. This restricted
shape set was motivated by the high level of country level accuracy observed by
previous studies (Freedman et al., 2005) (Poese et al., 2011) and by the limited
availability of matched city shapes globally.
In lieu of actual city level shapes, Alidade generated a worst case estimated
radius around known city centroids taken from the HostParser dataset. An initial value
of 75km was chosen to cover the largest known metro areas, but analysis of available
city data as shown in Figure 16 revealed that the vast majority of metro areas and cities
were much smaller. This wide variance in the size of city areas demonstrated the
importance of using actual city boundary shapes to achieve maximum accuracy in
Alidade’s answers. Additionally, actual city shapes provide a better metric for
determining the effectiveness of city level Internet Registry and HostParser filtering.
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Figure 16: Fitted Normal Distribution Curve – Worldwide Metro Area Sizes
The HostParser and Registry datasets consist of approximately 100,000 locations
strings and associated centroids that need to be mapped to shapes. The goal of this
portion of the Alidade project was to identify as many sources of accurate shape data as
possible and then develop an algorithm to efficiently search through all available shapes
for the best matches for each HostParser/Registry location.

4.1 Obtaining Shape Datasets
The two primary shape sources utilized are the TIGER Project (Census, 2012) and
the Global Administrative Areas Project (Hijmans, 2012). The shape database has also
incorporated a separate dataset for the postal code boundaries of Germany (Christl,
1999) and a dataset for the political boundaries of the United Kingdom
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(OrdnanceSurvey, 2013). The composition of these four datasets provides global
coverage, with detail level varying significantly by country. The shapes themselves are
all generated from primary resources such as country or regional government agencies
and are considered trustworthy due to the political and economic significance of
maintaining accurate border records. The least thoroughly mapped region is Africa, but
surprisingly even in some European countries datasets are of limited scope. Many
governments simply do not have the resources to generate and maintain such detailed
digital map records. Additional proprietary map sets do exist for some of these regions,
but their cost is significant and the freely obtained shapes we now have provide an
accurate basis for evaluating the overall utility of city shapes for the Alidade project.

4.2 Matching Locations to Shapes
In order to perform shape mapping and develop an effective algorithm, we have
utilized ESRI’s ArcGIS for Desktop software suite, including their Arcpy Python
mapping library. Country level shape mapping was a rather simple process and we
mistakenly assumed that generating city-level mapping would be somewhat trivial as
well (which proved to not be the case at all!).
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Figure 17: Mapping Named Points to Shapes

Before discussing these complications, it’s important to note that the
HostParser/Registry location tuples follow this pattern:
[ISO2 COUNTRY CODE]-[REGION CODE Or N/A]-[CITY/LOCALITYNAME], (Latitude, Longitude)

Figure 17 shows two HostParser/Registry locations mapped on top of available
US Census Bureau data. There are several easily identifiable problems:





US-PA-LANGHORNE has three potential matches. Two are drawn from the list
of Census Designated Places, and the third is the Zip/Postal Code 19047 whose
primary name is Langhorne.
US-PA-PENNDEL has a single match, but its HostParser location maps to
Langhorne Borough
Shape areas are not mutually exclusive, in other words overlaps are common
These three points reveal significant ambiguity in the HostParser/Registry

location listing format. Unfortunately, this dataset is externally maintained and can’t be
altered within the scope of this work. Consequently, my algorithm is designed to
account for such ambiguity and select the “best” match based on weighted criteria. In
order to accurately match US-PA-PENNDEL and US-PA-LANGHORNE to their
associated shapes its necessary to track both spatial proximity and string similarity.
These problems are even more abundant outside of the US. For instance, in
many cases the geographic coordinates stored in the HostParser dataset fall between
multiple shapes with the same or similar names. This is true for 5277 tracked locations.
The worst problems are in the Philippines, Vietnam, and France. For example PH-N/ASANISIDRO matches to 322 different locations and 7 of these locations have a centroid
within 20km of the coordinates provided by HostParser! As depicted in Figure 14 these
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seven locations are well within the typical radius of a metro area. Additionally, PHN/A-DANAO matches to 31 locations by name and the closest shape centroid is 135km
away from its HostParser entry. This latter problem, may indicate a missing shape
record at the HostParser location or an erroneous entry in the HostParser database in
keeping with the findings of (Poese et al., 2011) on the general accuracy of geo-location
databases.
Another common ambiguity problem is naming variation, both from translation
into Latin characters and truncation. The below list shows three locations along with
commonly used alternative spellings or names:




Jazwan Province, Afghanistan: Jaozjan|Jozjan|Juzjan|Jouzjan|Shibarghan
Iguala de la Independencia, Mexico: Iguala
Neuburg am Rhein, Germany: Neuburg

In order to provide the most accurate matches possible our algorithm is designed
to search for shapes in close proximity to a given HostParser centroid and then compare
the HostParser/Registry name string with all known names for each shape within
proximity. The string matching is performed using a variation of the edit distance
algorithm (Levenshtein, 1966). This algorithm was originally developed to identify
misspelled words and consequently is particularly adept at catching minor spelling
variations and flagging more ambiguous potential matches for human review.
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Figure 18: Shape Selection Algorithm Workflow
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In addition to the Levenshtein filter all shape names are processed through a
natural language parser designed to identify and explicitly add all possible naming
variants related to location qualifiers. As previously discussed, there are several
hundred locations in the Philippines that go by the name of San Isidro. Repetitive use of
location names is a common practice throughout the world. In Europe, to deal with this
ambiguity common city names are often listed with a qualifier identifying nearby
landmarks. For instance, Neuburg am Rhein literally means modern city on the Rhein
River and Rothenburg ob der Tauber means red city next to the Tauber River. Either
location may potentially be listed with or without their qualifiers which could lead to a
false negative or positive if matching only used strings and the Levenshtein filter.
In cases where an exhaustive search reveals no matching locations with good
proximity (testing has revealed 50km to be an effective range limit), HostParser locations
are mapped to available region shapes instead of cities. This provides more utility than
country shapes without introducing the error of city level mismatches. Shapes with a
match outside the threshold are also flagged for review and submitted to the authors of
the HostParser dataset for clarification.
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4.3 Shape Database Characteristics
Table 1: City Location Matching Precision
Applied Filter
Within a Distance (50km) Only
Intersection Only
Key Match Only
Intersection & Key Match
Within a Distance & Key Match
Within a Distance &
Lehvenshtein
Within a Distance & Language
Parsing Lehvenshtein
Filter Assisted Manual
Matching

Matching
False
False
1
Shapes
Positives Negatives
13,248,729 13,191,738
0
354,298
316,873
19,566
52,454
8,130
12,667
37,425
0
19,566
44,324
0
12,667
48,929
0
8,062

% of known
city matches
N/A
N/A
N/A
65.7%
77.7%
85.9%

54,544

0

2,447

95.7%

56,991

0

0

100%

Table 2: Overall Matching Precision
Match Type

Matching
Shapes
56,991
37761
94,752

City/Local
Regional
Total

% of
matches
60.1%
39.9%
100%

False positive and negative metrics are based on comparison with algorithm assisted manual matching
performed by humans. Listed results are therefore subject to human error
1
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Our algorithm has been able to identify precise city-level matches for
approximately 60% of the locations listed by the HostParser and Registry sources as
shown in Table 2. Furthermore, within the city match set, the algorithm was able to
automatically identify more than 95% of all known matches identified by human
filtering. This 95% match rate eliminates false positives by combining strict proximity
and string similarity thresholds. These same thresholds also reduced the size of the
potential match list from more than 13,000,000 to 10,000. This has facilitated much faster
and less error prone human filtering.
The remaining shapes have been matched to regional shapes such as districts or
counties to provide a better approximation of city area than the entire respective
country. Unfortunately, as mentioned previously trustworthy sources for city shape
data remain unavailable for many regions of the globe, and even very detailed shape
sets such as those from the US Census and European Union (part of GADM) lack many
unofficial/informal neighborhood and city names. Table 3 reveals that of all unmatched
shapes, more than 70% come from the ten countries missing the most matches.
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Table 3: Locations without City-level Matches by Country
Country
Poland (PL)

Regional Matches
6178

Austria (AT)

5289

China (CN)

2925

Germany (DE)

2479

United States (US)

2363

Netherlands (NL)

2084

Russia (RU)

1738

Japan (JP)

1529

Italy (IT)

1156

Sweden (SE)

1090

Total

26831/37761 (71%)

4.4 Processing Shapes
Many of the shapes collected have a very high level of detail. The most complex
shapes consist of more than 100,000 vertices and for computational purposes the target
complexity is 100 vertices on average. Processing these shapes in Alidade would simply
overwhelm the already taxed intersection code. In order to make use of city shapes,
some form of simplification was of absolute necessity. Unfortunately, most algorithms
either added a significant amount of erroneous area and/or cropped known portions of
the actual shape. The first case significantly dilutes Alidade’s accuracy and the latter
case violates Alidade’s upper bound polygon design as discussed in Section 1.1.1.
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The best solution evaluated to date has been to build concave hulls using shapes (Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick, & Seidel, 2006).

-shapes/hulls or concave hulls

provide a general framework for building a bounding polygon around a cloud of points
in a plane. The

parameter can be tuned to produce a shape equivalent to the original

at one extreme or equivalent to the convex hull of the shape at the other.

Our

algorithm makes use of a variant of the original -shapes that is a part of LAStools
(Isenburg, 2013). The LAStools variant has added features to ensure all return shapes
are closed polygons and is also capable of preserving disjoint shapes (such as islands).
The central premise of the -shape algorithm is that edges can be directly generated by
calculating closest and furthest point Voronoi neighbors and their respective Delauney
Triangulations. This process can be perform quickly and efficiently in
and

space. (Edelsbrunner et al., 2006). Figure 18 depicts one possible

time
hull

representation of the Augusta, GA urbanized area.

Figure 19: Augusta, Georgia Urbanized Area – Detailed Shape (left) and Alpha
Shape/Concave Hull Simplification (right)
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The

concavity parameter is not scale invariant and must vary with point cloud

diameter. Additionally, when applied to a pre-existing polygon, the concavity
parameter must also be tied to the length of the longest edge segment to prevent original
polygon boundary violations. Figure 20 depicts the consequences of failing to vary
with shape scale. To prevent such errors, our algorithm performs a perimeter walk of
each shape to identify the longest segment as a pre-processing step with
set of

shapes with

cost. For a

or less vertices each this yields a total cost of

Figure 20: α-shape with unscaled concavity settings (left), scale-adjusted αshape (right)
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Figure 21: Åboland-Turunmaa, Finland: Original Shape (top), Clustered Islands (bottom)

Large island clusters proved to be an especially challenging obstacle for our
simplification algorithm. The default routine treats each island as a separate shape to
avoid adding large amounts of erroneous land mass. This approach proved effective for
shapes consisting of 20 parts or less, but more complex shapes were still left with
thousands or tens of thousands of vertices even after alpha simplification. This
persistent complexity is tied to the separate representation of even minute islands; even
a group of bounding rectangles would quickly break the 100 vertex target complexity
under these circumstances.
In order to further simplify island chains, we added a clustering routine as a part
of pre-processing for any shapes with more than 20 parts. A commonly used algorithm
for clustering in image segmentation is K-means, but this algorithm is not effective at
preserving concave shapes since proximity to a given mean is what guides cluster
formation. Instead, our algorithm takes a simple and fast greedy approach to clustering.
Any islands within a threshold distance of each other are merged into a single shape.
This approach minimizes the added land mass and generates a shape in keeping with
the original pattern of the island group. This approach to segmentation has varying
impact on reducing complexity but maintains an outline true to the character of the
original shape. In contrast, utilizing K-means would allow the number of components
to be forced below twenty after processing while introducing significant amounts of
erroneous land mass. Figure 21 depicts the utilization of our algorithm on a region in
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Finland consisting of 1176 distinct islands. The greedy clustering method reduces this
set to 44 polygons, while minimizing the added area.

4.5 Simplified Shape Analysis
Figure 22 shows that our scale sensitive

shape algorithm has minimal impact

on the overall surface area of location shapes and provides measurable improvement in
this regard when compared to the use of convex hull shapes. At the same time Figure 23
shows a dramatic reduction in shape complexity in terms of vertex counts. It also
reveals that most

shapes meet the target complexity threshold of 100 and are

competitive with their less accurate convex hull representations.

Figure 22: Distribution of areas of original and simplified shapes
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Figure 23: Distribution of vertex counts for original and simplified shapes

4.6 Shape Accuracy

Figure 24: Overall Shape Accuracy for Tier 1 European Dataset
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Figure 25: City-only Shape Accuracy for Tier 1 European Dataset
Figure 24 shows that Registry data and consequently city shapes are generally
unhelpful beyond country identification for Tier 1 networks. A closer look at the 300
entries with city data available (as presented in Figure 25) reveals that the Registry data
is a competitive localization source when relevant data exists. Figure 26 also reveals that
the size of the answer polygons for city areas is dramatically reduced in conjunction
with the significant improvements in centroid accuracy. The end result is vastly
improved city level answer quality for Alidade as a whole.
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Figure 26: Distribution of Polygon Sizes for City Level Answers in the
European Dataset
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5. Future Work
Our work demonstrates the utility of topology data and detailed shape files for
IP geo-location, but there are still several areas where engineering effort could improve
speed and efficiency. Every improvement in speed or efficiency improves Alidade’s
scalability, allowing the addition of larger primary input sets or additional auxiliary
filtering logic. Alidade currently performs dynamic calculations on Registry and
HostParser data to determine trustworthiness of a given entry. This choice was made to
facilitate rapid development testing and easy adjustment of CAIDA metric filters.
Registry and HostParser answers could potentially be combined into a single radix
structure with query answers pointing directly to the appropriate bounding shape files.
We intend to evaluate the overlap of HostParser and Registry summarizations to
determine the utility of combining our auxiliary data in this manner.
An additional future module relates to using CAIDA’s AS peer graph as a logical
filter for the Alidade’s answer aggregator. Prefixes may be adjacent in the address space
without having any geographic proximity (see Freedman et al. 2005). The peer graph
could potentially be used to make aggregation more selective and accurate. As an
example, Duke University has a peering relationship with Stanford through Internet2
that includes backup DNS servers and other shared IP space and systems. If direct
measurements indicate that a Duke associated IP is on the west coast, Alidade would
currently ignore the registry data, since it would seem to be erroneous. Instead of this
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approach, the peer graph could be incorporated to check the direct measurement data
against BGP peers of Duke with good localization metrics allowing a bounding shape
for Stanford to be incorporated into the answer.
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6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that city level accuracy can be extracted from the
combined use of multi vantage point BGP data (CAIDA) and Internet Registry entries,
especially for BGP stub networks such as local ISPs, businesses, and educational
institutions. Additionally, we have demonstrated the utility of incorporating local data
structures into a Hadoop workflow through use of the DistributedCache and JVM Task
Reuse option, particularly when such data is read only and can be summarized in a
structure such as a trie. Finally, we demonstrated that detailed city level shape files
provide significantly improved accuracy in comparison to simulated shapes (as
previously utilized in Alidade) or point representations (as utilized in most commercial
systems).
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Appendices
A. The Hadoop MapReduce Framework
Hadoop MapReduce is designed to process massive Internet scale datasets in a
distributed fashion that ensures scalability and fault tolerance while attempting to
maximize efficiency/performance. Hadoop and its underlying Hadoop File System
(HDFS) were inspired by Google’s MapReduce (Dean & Ghemawat, 2004) and Google
File System (GFS) (Ghemawat, Gobioff, & Leung, 2003) and are essentially clones. There
are many minor implementation differences, but the most significant is the fact that
Hadoop is implemented in Java instead of C.
Primary input files for a MapReduce job are typically stored as large files spread
across HDFS and can be on the scale of terabytes or even petabytes. This data is
typically broken into chunks/blocks with each unique segment sent to a single mapper
for processing, and then consolidated at reducer nodes through shuffle and network I/O
steps. The performance and scalability of MapReduce programs is quite impressive; in
2011 Google reported the completion of a petabyte sort benchmark on an 8000 node
cluster in 33 minutes (Czajkowski, Dvorský, Zhao, & Conley, 2011).

A.1 DistributedCache
Quite frequently a MapReduce job will also depend on much smaller auxiliary
input files that need to be provided simultaneously to every node supporting the job.
The access model of HDFS is not designed to optimally support such operations.
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HDFS’s primary purposes are to replicate data and provide it in large serial chunks to a
single node running a relevant map or reduce task for that data partition. Fortunately,
Hadoop provides a DistributedCache class specifically for dealing with cases when data
will be need as input for every node in a cluster. The distributed cache ensures that
specified auxiliary data is delivered to all nodes prior to job execution, preventing HDFS
I/O bottlenecks. File sets can even be transmitted as archives to minimize bandwidth
utilization and transmission time. DistributedCache automatically extracts all archives
after transmission. (Apache, 2013)

A.2 Complex Data
For many MapReduce jobs, the built-in capabilities of DistributedCache will
provide efficient operation. However, DistributedCache does not provide built-in
support for complex data structures and a traditional in-memory cache map is not well
suited for storing answers from structures such as PATRICIA or radix trees (since most
caches are essentially flat tables). Additionally, for medium-sized auxiliary datasets
(100MB+) multi-reducer or mapper nodes will incur significant memory overhead from
storing identical copies of the auxiliary data simultaneously in multiple
Mapper/Reducer instances. The central question of our project is how do we most
efficiently implement a MapReduce job with complex auxiliary datasets of a non-trivial
size?
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A.3 HBase
A common solution for accessing data at record level with the MapReduce
framework is to utilize HBase which, like Hadoop, is a clone of another Google product
BigTable (Chang et al., 2008). BigTable is defined as a “sparse, distributed, persistent
multidimensional sorted map. The map is indexed by a row key, column key, and a
timestamp; each value in the map is an un-interpreted array of bytes.” Essentially, it is a
key value store where keys and values can be data of any type or complexity. Like
MapReduce, HBase is designed for supporting big data and is optimized for tables too
large and/or too weakly structured to easily fit into a single local database (table sizes
are typically on the order of 10s of millions to billions of rows). HBase is capable of
supporting high volumes of concurrent reads and writes and provides atomicity
guarantees for operations on single rows. HBase readily integrates with Hadoop and
was a commonly suggested solution when our problem statement was presented to the
Apache Hadoop user group mailing list. However, there are significant drawbacks to
this method that are also shared by any traditional caching solution.
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B. Auxiliary Data Query Test Environment
This project relied heavily on Amazon Web Services. The suite of tools provided
by Amazon gave us access to dynamic and scalable Hadoop clusters with built in
support for Ganglia monitoring and pre-optimized cluster settings for both Hadoop and
HBase. These capabilities and Elastic MapReduce support for additional bootstrap
actions allowed us to focus our efforts on code development and performance testing
instead of cluster administration issues. It also allowed parallel Alidade related research
to continue on Akamai’s research cluster without any resource of configuration conflicts.
We conducted separate iterations of our experiments on clusters utilizing nodes
of several instance types including large, xlarge, m2.4xlarge, and cc28xlarge. This wide
range of hardware capabilities allowed us to conduct performance analysis less biased
by a particular set of hardware capabilities. The same battery of tests was conducted on
each cluster utilizing nohup and a standardized shell script for automated execution. All
jobs were run in serial fashion to isolate performance profiles and prevent resource
conflicts. Table 1 lists the characteristics of each utilized instance type and Table 2
illustrates the optimized default settings that were utilized during our tests.
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Table 4: Instance Characteristics
Type
M1 Extra Large
M2 Quad Extra
Large
Cluster Compute
Eight Extra Large

Name

Memory

Storage

Platform

I/O

m1.xlarge
m2.4xlarge

Virtual
Cores
4
8

15 GB
68.4 GB

1680 GB
1680 GB

64-bit
64-bit

High
High

cc2.8xlarge

16

60.5 GB

3360 GB

64-bit

Very
high

Table 5: EMR Cluster Optimized Defaults
Parameter
HADOOP_JOBTRACKER_HEAPSIZE
HADOOP_NAMENODE_HEAPSIZE
HADOOP_TASKTRACKER_HEAPSIZE
HADOOP_DATANODE_HEAPSIZE
mapred.child.java.opts
mapred.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum
mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum

Instance Type
xlarge
m2.4xlarge
cc2.8xlarge
6912
36864
30114
2304
12288
12288
384
384
384
384
384
384
-Xmx768m -Xmx2304m -Xmx1536m
8
14
24
3
4
6

For each cluster we evaluated a scale of random IP queries ranging from one
thousand up to 1 billion including every order of magnitude in between. Implementing
the queries as a MapReduce job provided a similar access pattern to Alidade, while
removing the overhead of unrelated processing and bottlenecks that would have been
present in the full Alidade program. Most of the smaller jobs were of trivial sizes for
Hadoop, but they allowed us to analyze the overhead of each data structure and
determine how much efficiency is gained through high query volumes. Additionally,
for each cluster size we varied the JVM Task Reuse parameter; first limiting it to the
default isolation setting and then testing behavior with unlimited reuse.
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